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WMS reboot
delivers on accuracy,
throughput and savings

Evans Vanodine is a UK manufacturer
of janitorial and livestock protection
chemicals, exporting to over 60
countries globally with four overseas
factories. It has adopted Indigo’s
warehouse management system (WMS)
software at its Lancashire warehouse
to improve operational efficiency and
customer service.

With its previous paper based
system, pickers had been unable to
check stock availability, so time was
often wasted searching for out-of-stock
goods, and roughly 20 percent of
deliveries were shipped incomplete.
The company chose Indigo’s WMS
because of its easy integration with
Infor’s ERP system, real world functionality, and Indigo’s promise to “go
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live”on time and within budget.
Systems Director Anthony Evans
explained: “We have over 2,000
finished good SKUs which could be
located in any of the 3,500 pallet
spaces in the warehouse. Now we
know exactly where all stock is located,
and what quantity is available for
sale in real time. Once a customer
places an order, we know
straight away whether we
can fulfil all their requirements and can inform them
accordingly.”
Since implementing the
WMS, successful “on-time
in-full first-time” delivery
rates have improved from
80 percent to 98 percent.
Data quality has also
improved. Many customers
place large orders with
multiple products which
may not all be immediately
available. “Now,” said Anthony, “we
can decide together with the customer
whether to send the order partially
complete or wait for all the items to
be available.”
Each product gets a unique identification number as soon as it comes
off the production line, supporting
efficient stock rotation, and allowing
track and trace throughout the supply

chain and onto the end customer.
“The system is automatically
updated on a continuous basis with
stock allocations, ensuring any orders
in the pool do have stock available
to promise, avoiding incomplete
shipments and disappointed
customers,” he added.
The automated system also helps
cope with demand peaks, such as
during outbreaks of diseases when the
firm has unprecedented demand for
specialised disinfectants and needs to
ship huge volumes very quickly. “We
have managed to increase business
levels and shift more stock without
having to work 24 hour shifts, which
was a requirement we had envisaged
previously, before implementing
Indigo.”
Previously pickers would have
had to work overtime to meet periods
of high demand, but now they are
managed as part of usual operations,
across two standard shifts. The
company has estimated its ability
to avoid overtime labour costs and
manage warehouse operations across
just two shifts has saved well in excess
of £100,000 over the past two years.
Throughput has increased by an
estimated 10 percent, and stock order
and delivery accuracy levels are 99.7
percent.
“We wanted to be able to differentiate ourselves with a superior customer
service and have achieved that goal.
Having the ability to tell customers
in advance exactly what will be on
their order is definitely a competitive
advantage and our growth rates are a
testament to this,” concluded Anthony.

